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introDuCtion

When Senator Barack Obama, a few days before his inauguration as 
our forty-fourth president, promised an adoring crowd “the fun-

damental transformation of the United States of America,” few real-
ized that he was not speaking merely of himself or of his own role as 
the country’s incoming chief executive. Behind the avatar of “hope and 
change” lies a left-wing “progressive” movement waiting to come to 
power.

At first, we knew very little about this clandestine Red Army, 
whose goal is the transformation of America into a socialist system. 
As a matter of strategy, the “progressives” had quietly and patiently 
perfected the art of creating innocuous-sounding front groups, and the 
promotion of its policies in the guise of moderation, in the rhetoric of 
modest-sounding social ideals.

Before the candidacy of Obama—whose entire political career has 
been spent under the tutelage of the “progressives,” including some of 
its leading figures—this radical network had already succeeded over 
the decades in infiltrating major institutions of American power. But 
with his election to the presidency, it reached the highest levels of our 
government.

Along the way, the progressives hijacked an entire spectrum of im-
portant social causes, from feminism and race relations through envi-
ronmental and antiwar activism, each of which, we will demonstrate, 
became subordinated to an agenda having very little to do with the 
actual cause at hand and everything to do with the underlying agenda 
of the radical reconstruction of our society.

This Red Army, as we will show, has taken over not merely the larg-
est worker unions, but also the mainstream of the Democratic Party. 
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2 reD Army

It has deeply penetrated the United States Congress, forming one of 
the most powerful caucuses on Capitol Hill. Key legislation, includ-
ing President Obama’s health care and stimulus bills, was crafted by 
the network’s various branches—operating both inside and outside the 
government. The same network is now pushing other major measures, 
including defense, economic, and immigration policies.

Like a conventional army, the progressive Red Army is an orga-
nized network consisting of numerous branches and divisions, deploy-
ing an appropriate battalion for a specific goal or battle at hand. As 
you will see, many of the activists described herein are openly hateful 
of America, or at least of the American capitalist system, including its 
basic document and compact, the United States Constitution. Many 
others, to be fair, genuinely love this country while believing that so-
cialism would pave the road to a better society. Still others are merely 
along for the ride, and pursue personal power and profit in the ser vice 
of a new order.

While this radical network played a major part in the nomination 
and election of Barack Obama, as we show, it runs far deeper than the 
slew of “czars” in the Obama administration or the extremist personali-
ties demonstrably tied to our president. It is much larger than Obama 
himself, and will far outlast however many months of the Obama presi-
dency yet remain. Indeed, as you will see, it is already planning how 
to advance its agenda following the 2012 elections, regardless of which 
candidate is victorious.

We believe the story of this radical network, this “progressive” 
army, is the most important political story of our time. By design it 
has been concealed from the American public. Even the few voices of 
independence and dissent in our news media have largely missed it. But 
if we, as Americans, are to resist this radical campaign that has already 
caused so much damage to our economic and political system, and to 
our foreign relations, this story must be fully exposed and understood. 
For this “Red Army” shows no signs of relenting.

With the dramatic erosion of his poll numbers and the ascension 
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of Republicans in the 112th Congress, Obama’s mandate for change 
may have for the time being run thin. But, as you will see, these radical 
groups demonstrate an uncanny ability to wait patiently, like sleeper 
cells, for years or even decades, for the next opportunity to push their 
nefarious agenda while updating and perfecting the details of their 
well-planned, multilayered assault.

I first started to investigate Senator Barack Obama in January 2008, 
when the Democratic primary was getting into full swing and the largely 
unknown junior senator from Illinois emerged as a serious contender. 
So many questions should immediately have been raised about Obama’s 
complex and unusual, not to mention exotic, background. And yet I 
watched from five thousand miles away—as a Jerusalem-based reporter 
who was supposed to be focusing on the Middle East—as most in the 
Washington press corps remained mysteriously uninterested in any real 
investigative reporting into the politician who would soon become the 
world’s most powerful person.

In February 2008, I first pieced together Obama’s extensive rela-
tionship with unrepentant Pentagon bomber Bill Ayers, including their 
having served together on the board of a Chicago nonprofit that fun-
neled money to far-left causes. I was surprised that this tie was not 
being reported by the “watchdogs” in the mainstream news media, so 
I penned an article on Obama’s extensive relationship with Ayers at 
WorldNetDaily.com. In that article, which broke into a major issue 
of the 2008 presidential campaign, I first documented Obama’s per-
sonal and professional ties to the PLO-connected, anti-Israel professor 
Rashid Khalidi.

Much more was soon to emerge. I continued to uncover and report 
shocking facts about Obama’s nearly lifetime ties to radical groups and 
anti-American personalities, including the Nation of Islam; the As-
sociation of Community Organizations for Reform Now, or ACORN; 
the SEIU union; as well as the strident radicalism of Obama’s place 
of worship for nearly twenty years, the Trinity United Church, and its 
incendiary pastor, the Reverend Jeremiah Wright.
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In April 2008, in a now-notorious WABC Radio interview with 
myself and cohost John Batchelor, a top official of the Palestinian ter-
rorist organization Hamas “endorsed” Obama for president, speak-
ing to us from the Gaza Strip. Our interview made world headlines 
and became a prominent theme of the 2008 presidential campaign, 
with Obama and Senator John McCain repeatedly trading barbs over 
Hamas’s “endorsement.”

Later, as his presidency took shape, I continued to research Obama 
and White House officials. I was one of the first to report that Obama’s 
“Green Jobs Czar,” Van Jones, had founded a communist organiza-
tion—a theme later picked up by Fox News Channel’s Glenn Beck and 
that led to Jones’s resignation.

I also released a video, circulated nationwide, in which White 
House Communications director Anita Dunn boasted that Obama’s 
presidential campaign had focused on “making” the news media cover 
certain issues while rarely communicating anything to the press unless 
it was “controlled.” Dunn stepped down weeks later, but she continued 
to serve the White House in an advisory role.

During the course of my initial investigations, I befriended historian 
Brenda J. Elliott, who was running a blog and copiously documenting 
Obama’s extremist ties. Brenda soon became the mainstay of my re-
search team. As we both began to comprehend the scope of Obama’s 
radical associates and mentors—most of whom traveled together in the 
same far-left circles—we decided to assemble the pieces of the puzzle 
for a book. Brenda contributed hugely to the research and writing of 
what became our New York Times best-selling title, The Manchurian 
President: Barack Obama’s Ties to Communists, Socialists and Other Anti-
American Extremists (May 2010). Her research has remained so central 
to my own investigations that I asked her to serve as a full co-author on 
the book you now hold.

Our first book-length effort focused on unmasking Barack Obama 
and his radical associations. But even before its publication, as we con-
tinued to delve into Obama’s administration, it became clear that we 
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were uncovering a larger world of radical organizations, which are not 
only the force behind Obama’s “fundamental transformation of Amer-
ica” but also are now so well entrenched in the institutions of American 
power that their influence can hardly be overstated. In other words, in 
peeling off the layers of the onion that is the radical network, Brenda 
and I have unearthed something much larger and far more disturbing 
than even we, as seasoned political observers, could have anticipated.

We researched the communist and socialist origins of the “progres-
sive” movement and of some of its most influential American affiliates, 
finding how later generations of militant socialists worked their way 
into positions of influence, to the point where they are today able to 
shape key aspects of the White House agenda and the legislation that 
comes before Congress.

The book begins by exposing how one of the most important group-
ings within Congress is a “Marxist-socialist” bloc that works actively 
with these outside radical groups to advance the “progressive” agenda.

High on that agenda is the complete socialization of health care, 
an aim the radical network moved vastly closer to achieving with the 
passage of Obama’s comprehensive health care reform. We show how 
Obamacare, masked by moderate, populist rhetoric, was crafted and 
perfected by a coalition of socialists. A few other authors have endeav-
ored to identify those responsible for the legislation, with some periph-
eral success. In these pages, however, we finally lay bare Obamacare’s 
thoroughbred radical origins.

Another “progressive” policy goal is the sweeping reconstruction 
of the rest of the American economy. We disclose the radical network 
behind Obama’s economic policies, including the crafting of the presi-
dent’s massive “stimulus” legislation, as well as these radical groups’ 
legislative and executive plans for future economic “reform.” In just one 
of many revelations, we document how “stimulus” money funded an 
education group now tied to unrepentant Pentagon bomber Bill Ayers. 
For Ayers and others, the radical transformation of America’s education 
system is the key to a “progressive” future. We therefore devote two 
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extensive chapters to showing how the Obama administration colludes 
with these radicals to promote an unprecedented left-wing assault on 
our already overliberalized public education system.

One of the most immediate dangers we face as a nation is the mul-
tipronged policy offensive aimed at disarming America as a super-
power by emboldening our enemies, spurning our allies, and system-
atically dismantling the greatest military the world has ever known. 
We show how the nexus of radical groups, working with the Obama 
administration, has also crafted the now-institutionalized govern-
ment policy of minimizing the threat of Islamic terrorism, even as 
the administration maintains close associations with Islamic groups 
of questionable intent and character, both inside America and in the 
Middle East.

In the contentious matter of massive illegal immigration—along 
with border control, an aspect of foreign policy—we unmask the per-
sonalities and organizations behind the perfecting of “immigration re-
form” proposals. A few of immigration reform’s radical advocates even 
admit that their aim is not only to transform America’s social fabric, 
but to secure long-term “progressive rule” by permanently altering the 
composition of the American electorate.

The radical socialist network influencing the president’s environ-
mental policies is also uncovered here. They aggressively promote a 
national “green campaign” to hijack the legitimate environmental 
movement, their true objective being the use of an environmental cri-
sis “cover story” to conceal their agenda of redistributing our country’s 
wealth and assaulting the U.S. business system. Remarkably, we dis-
covered that even after he was forced to resign as “Green Jobs Czar” in 
2009, the erstwhile communist Van Jones continues, as we complete 
this manuscript, to serve in leadership positions of several groups now 
advising the White House.

By now it is no secret that from the time Barack Obama was first 
propelled onto the national stage until the publication of this book, 
most of the news media surround the politician in a cocoon of protec-
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tive silence. So-called news reporters are mysteriously uninterested in 
shedding any light on the president’s radical associations while almost 
openly lobbying for his “progressive” socialist policies. Here we detail 
how the news media are not only colluding with some of the same 
radical groups we endeavor to expose, but how, in some cases, the news 
outlets and personnel are actual members of the very radical organiza-
tions they ought to be investigating.

In closing, we must take up the extremely loaded question of con-
spiracy. Conspiracy is a very serious offense in the U.S. legal system, 
and of course this applies to conspiracy to commit a crime. Yet the 
“Red Army” of which we write employs mostly legal means to pur-
sue its radical agenda. In fact, the largest part of its nefarious genius 
lies precisely in its employment of legal and quasi-legal stratagems to 
“fundamentally transform,” and even overthrow, the American sys-
tem.

In uncovering what is mostly a legal conspiracy, the question of 
intentionality must inevitably be addressed, for the existence of a con-
spiratorial motive is what lies at the heart of this form of corruption. 
As noted above, many of the “progressive” activists described herein 
are openly hateful of the American system, including the United 
States Constitution, while others are patriots who do not realize that 
the well-worn road to socialist hell is paved with their good inten-
tions. Still others, as we note, are merely along for the ride. And often 
it is impossible to distinguish where true conspiracy ends and mere 
corruption begins. But these, in the final analysis, are distinctions 
without a difference.

There is a conspiracy—albeit a mostly legal one—behind Obama’s 
promised “fundamental transformation of America.” As you will see, 
it is the radical socialist network behind the president that relentlessly 
pushes this agenda. What we call the Red Army has devised the means 
to seize enormous instruments of political, economic, and cultural 
power in our country, from the very presidency itself on down. To be 
sure, the American  people have begun awakening from their slumber, 
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rousing from their acquiescence, and seem eager to reclaim their great, 
free, and prosperous nation from this clutch of radical operatives. But 
in order to prevail, in order to save our nation from the designs of these 
operatives, we must first comprehend—and then defeat—the radical 
network that has seized the reins of American power.

Aaron Klein
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